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Boards on Fire!

8:00 – 8:30  Welcome, introductions, what’s up with your board?
8:30 – 9:00  Clarifying expectations
9:00 – 9:30  Articulating impact
9:30 – 9:45  Break
9:45 – 10:15 Creating meetings that produce strong leadership
10:15–10:45  Setting strategic priorities
10:45–11:00  Break
11:00–12:00  Helping leaders raise money joyfully
12:00–12:30  Setting intentions for changing our behavior

What I want to remember or act on about clear expectations:

What I want to remember or act on about clear purpose:

What I want to remember or act on about using their time well at meetings:

What I want to remember or act on about having goals drive board behavior:

What I want to remember or act on about focusing their fundraising energy:

Susan Howlett, Consultant and Author of Boards on Fire
www.susanhowlett.com
Using Mission and Goals to Drive Behavior

Simon Sinek: Start with Why

What's Our So What?

My So-That Chain

Elements of a Mission Statement

Ingredients of a Great Board Meeting
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Three Modes Boards Operate In (Governance as Leadership)

Using Strategic Priorities to Drive Behavior
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